
Author’s Note 
 
 These narratives were constructed around the activities of an online community called Witchseekers, in 
2004. It was an online role play/chain story built on members’ contributions, with significant events – especially 
the interrogation and execution of members “accused” of being witches – detailed in story form. 
 My own role in the group was initially as Torturer, then, after staging a coup and toppling the 
Witchseeker General, I became the head of the Witchseekers, until I too was overthrown and arrested. 
 Things were just getting interesting when the group was shut down by its host. These stories, disjointed 
and notably light on any kind of plot, are my only record of the Witchseekers story, but I wanted to share them. 
 Please note that there is little to no expressed sexual content in any of these works, so to many they will 
be more horror fiction than erotic fiction. But there are those among us who find these dark tales sexy indeed … 
 
Kirsten – January, 2021 
 
 
Witchseekers Part 9 – Brenae 
 
Suspension 
 
 I learn, half an hour before her first interrogation, that Brenae Bailey has been locked in a cell for more 
than a week with her wrists shackled behind her back. Apparently nobody thought to free her hands, so she has 
spent all of that time shuffling about the cell on her knees, naked, drinking her gruel from the bowl or gnawing 
at her bread like a pigeon. 
 By three guards, Kelley trailing them as appointed Scribe, Brenae is brought into the torture chamber, 
stumbling, with wrists still behind her. She is striking; her red hair tumbles in a thick cascade about her milky, 
freckle-dusted shoulders, all the way down to her cuffed wrists. She is statuesque, shapely, her breasts full and 
large, their blusher-toned nipples like stones in the chill. Her belly is soft and feminine, her hips a broad and 
pale frame for the abundant copper-brown curls of her pubic bush. She stands slightly pigeon-toed on the damp, 
cold flagstones.  
 Her eyes are cast down as she is brought before me. 
 I have decided to try dressing a little more conservatively; a black spaghetti strap bodice and fitted 
pinstripe pants, a simple black choker: nothing too sexy. Two-inch heels bring my eyes level with Brenae's. 
 As usual, I say nothing to her, but look the prisoner up and down slowly. I instruct the guards, "restrain 
her for inspection."  
 Brenae is dragged over to where thick iron manacles hang on a long chain from the ceiling. Her wrists 
are freed from behind her, but the cold metal of the shackles is instead clamped about her wrists and locked.  
 My assistant for this session is Zell; he stands at the winch, and on my signal, cranks the heavy wheel 
around, so that the chain is drawn slowly in. By her manacled wrists, Brenae's pale arms are slowly drawn 
higher and higher above her head, revealing brushes of coppery hair in her armpits. Kelley documents the 
process carefully, missing nothing. 
 I watch as Brenae's body stretches out, her spine extending, her ribcage rising and belly growing hollow, 
until her bare heels leave the ground, and she is balancing on the balls of her feet. Half her weight is 
uncomfortably on her wrists and arms. She is breathing rapidly in fear, her heavy breasts shifting up and down.  
 "Bring the bar," I say. 
 Brenae gives a whimper, but still doesn't speak, as the spreader-bar is brought. The cuff of one end is 
clapped about her left ankle, and she is forced to awkwardly shuffle her feet further and further apart, until her 
right ankle is secured to the opposite end, her feet now a yard apart, only her toes touching the ground. 
 As a woman, I can understand how hideously exposed she will feel, unable to bring her legs together. 
The very whisper of the cool dungeon air stirring the hair between her legs is like a ghostly taunt of what may 
yet be done to her.  
 "Please …" She finally speaks, a strained whimper, her face red between her upstretched arms. I can tell 



that the restraint is uncomfortable, even painful. I simply catch her eye and shake my head. She will need to 
talk, but not yet. 
 I follow a practised routine of inspecting the witch, running my hands over her pale skin in a slow 
progress, starting with her arms. After ten days of imprisonment, I can smell the musk of old sweat from her 
underarms, although it's not unpleasant. I lightly lift each breast, checking beneath, then inspect her belly, 
before circling around to check her back, lifting her heavy mane of copper hair to check the nape of her neck. 
There are freckles across her upper back, and I note their presence for Kelley's recording. 
 I progress down Brenae's back, inspecting her buttocks, then part them to view the pinkish pucker of her 
anus, the puffy mound of her labia with its soft pelt of curly hair, and probe gently with my fingers. She moans 
in protest at my touch. Then an inspection of her taut thighs and sleek legs, her ankles and feet, before shifting 
around to the front again to complete my inspection. 
 "Now, Brenae," I say, finally addressing the witch. "Did you have something to ask?" 
 "Please … are you going to hurt me?" 
 "That depends on you. If you cooperate, you'll won't be harmed." 
 "I'll cooperate," Brenae says at once.  
 "I am suspicious, but I give her the benefit of the doubt. "You know, no doubt, that you were named as a 
witch by Mele Sasagi?" 
 "Meleana?" Brenae's eyes are wide. "She's just someone I know! She was an intern at -" 
 "She says that you were involved in the Black Arts, that you and Catherine Prynne taught her such 
things as casting the tarot, reading horoscopes, and making spells," I interrupt. I note Brenae's physiological 
response; tiny sequins of perspiration appear along her hairline, her eyes widen slightly. 
 "Me and Catherine? Catherine's just my boss, she's the director. We're not witches!" she says quickly. 
"It's an IT company, I'm a coder!" 
 She knows that to be a witch is to burn at the stake. She believes, mistakenly, that if she denies it with a 
good cover story, she may save herself the agony. I signal Zell. "Raise her, we'll resume this later." 
 "No!!" Brenae squeals. But Zell hauls the winch. The heavy iron shackles haul on Brenae's fisted hands, 
stretching her arms, stretching her body, and then, a moment later, her feet are lifted clear of the floor. She gives 
a groan, her head tipping back with the biting pain in her wrists. Zell continues to crank the winch, hoisting 
Brenae higher still, not stopping it until her out-spread feet are six inches above the flagstones. 
 "I'll give you a little time on your own, now, Brenae."  
 "Oh no, please, it really hurts!" Brenae gasps. 
 "Of course it does," I reply.  
 Being suspended by the wrists is torture. Of that there can be no doubt. Even in the first moments, 
Brenae is clenching her teeth and tensing every muscle in her arms and shoulders, fighting to endure the pain. 
With the spreader bar, she can only agitate her outspread legs slightly, twisting her hips washing-machine style, 
trying to relieve the pressure on her hands. 
 On my orders, Zell, Kelley, the guards and I leave the torture chamber, although two guards are posted 
outside the only door, to make sure that nobody enters. I return to my quarters, switching on, instead, the live 
feed on my computer. I zoom in on Brenae's face, framed by her upstretched arms and those copper-bushed 
armpits, and idly watch her struggles. 
 The most urgent pain is that in her wrists. Iron manacles are a painful way to be suspended, pressing on 
the bones with the hundred-odd pounds of her body's weight. It will quickly become quite unbearable, and I can 
see it in the furrowing of Brenae's brow, the expression of pain on her pretty face. The droplets of sweat quickly 
appear on her skin, a shine on her arms; an inevitable response to such pain. 
 "Please! Let me down! Aaagh!"  
 My laptop speakers faithfully transmit Brenae's plea, her voice strangely choked by the strain of her 
suspension. It has been ten minutes, and she is already begging for mercy. 
 Painful or not, she has no choice but to suffer it. I minimise the live-feed window and get on with my 
work, completely forgetting about Brenae until another half hour has passed.  
 When I view her again, she is in a lot more pain. I know that by now the ache of the manacles will feel 
like red-hot agony around her wrists, pain that will course down the length of her arms. It will be joined by the 
growing burning in her shoulders as her muscles begin to tire under the strain of hanging for so long, and the 



ache in her hips from having her legs so widely spread. Tears are coursing down her face, sweat streaks her 
body, and she hangs alone in the dungeon. 
 I minimise again and leave her for another hour-and-a-half. 
 Alone in my quarters, I begin my strength meditation. 
 It is a form of self hypnosis, a way to detach myself from my physical being. I lose myself in a world 
inside myself, removed from embodiment. 
 I practice it daily. It is my insurance; my fear is finding myself in the same predicament as Oberon, or 
Tina; those witchseekers who have been accused of impropriety. If that ever happens, I will retreat into my self 
isolation, detach myself from pain and suffering. No torturer will ever be able to reach me, let alone break me. 
 
 The next time I view Brenae, she hangs heavily, shining-wet from head to toe, her head drooping 
forward. Her body is exhausted, her arms raging with pain from such a long suspension, her spine extended, her 
joints hurting badly. Her hands, above the manacles, are blue claws. Her legs are still widely spread by the bar; 
cramps will have speared along her calves and through the muscles of her thighs, her hips burning. Two hours' 
hanging has been an ordeal beyond anything she has been through in her life; and yet it is nothing compared to 
what may be brought to bear on her. 
 As much as I am loath to admit to myself, in the face of accusations that I am a sadist, I am fascinated 
by the way Brenae looks after she has hung for such a long time. The muscles of her arms and widespread legs 
are defined, her body looks long and lean, almost athletic. She almost looks in a state of calm, meditative 
relaxation; but I know there is a world of difference between that, and the overwhelming weakness and pain that 
she is actually feeling. 
 Breaking her is going to be so easy, I almost feel disappointed. A challenge, once in a while, would be 
nice. Just to be sure she will be ready to talk when I return, I call Zell and Kelley and advise them that we'll 
leave Brenae for another six hours before returning to the torture chamber. 



Wheel Rack 
 
 Brenae is still hanging as we left her, when we return eight hours later. By now she has learned the true 
meaning of suffering. Her arms will be burning with a terrible ache that goes all the way to the bones, combined 
with a numbness in her hands and a burning in her wrists that will take days to fully disappear. The muscles of 
her arms and ligaments of her joints have loosened and stretched, leaving her debilitated and weak. The ordeal 
of hanging has effectively drained her strength, and she is now as helpless as a baby. 
 When I approach, flanked by two guards, Zell, and Kelley, Brenae gives no reaction. Her head rests on 
her chest, her eyes half-open, but unseeing. Tears and drool mix with the sweat that strings from her face, 
streaking her shining breasts. Her legs are still held wide apart by the spreader-bar, and her hips must feel as if 
glass has been packed into the joints. 
 "Brenae!" 
 Her lips move, and, slowly, Brenae's head lifts. Her eyes fight to focus.  
 "It's time to talk," I say. I slowly circle her, flaunting my freedom, underlining her helplessness. Brenae 
groans and stirs, her ankle-cuffs rattling against the spreader-bar that holds her drooping feet wide. 
 I glance at Zell. "Bring her down." 
 The overhead chain clatters through the pulley. Brenae's outspread feet touch first, but her legs fold; she 
crashes to her parted knees, then flops forward onto her belly, her face smacking the flagstones, her arms 
slapping heavily down over her head. She groans, too weak to move, her body glistening and greasy, as the 
spreader-bar is unlocked from her ankles, the manacles taken from her wrists. They are deeply grooved and 
grazed from her long ordeal. 
 She begins to sob. 
 I crouch alongside her. "Tell me what magic you work. Tell me your incantations and spells. Tell me 
where your books of spells and magic are hidden?" 
 "Why do you accuse me?" she weeps. "I'm not a witch! Even if you make me say it, it won't be true!" 
 "Then why would Meleana say you were?" I demand. "That you and the woman Catherine Prynne are in 
a coven together?" 
 Brenae whimpers. Fresh tears are starting to run down her cheeks. "I don't know! I don't know what she 
has against me!" 
 "Perhaps you just need reminding," I say. "You will tell me these things. You will tell me where 
Catherine Prynne is hiding. And who is this 'Lord Master Darkness' to whom Mele referred." I tell the guards, 
"bring her." 
 Brenae's arms have no strength, and she can offer no resistance as she is grabbed and hauled to her feet 
by two guards. Now she is afraid. The tears won't stop. "Please! I don't know any of these things!" 
 "We shall see." 
 "You have no proof," she says. "What if I truly know nothing? Would you torture me until I die?" 
 "Where are your books and relics hidden, Brenae?" 
 "There are no books and relics!" 
 "What other witches can you name?" 
 "There are none!" 
 "Where is Catherine Prynne?" The witch Prynne has become the thorn in my side. 
 "I don't know!" 
 "And I suppose you don't know any Lord Master Darkness?" 
 "I swear, I don't know!" 
 I sigh. "Fine. Put her on the rack." 

I had hoped that hanging by her wrists would have been enough persuasion; but Brenae evidently needs 
more. The rack is a good choice: the very words, the rack, are enough to terrify her, and fear draws a horrified 
cry from Brenae's lungs as the guards drag her across the torture chamber. She tries, finally, to resist, struggling 
to get her half-paralysed legs under her, trying to move her clawed and grey fingers, but she has no strength. 
 Visually, the wheel rack lives up to its fearsome reputation. The diabolical machine looms dark and 
ominous in the shadows. Its cogs and ratchets oiled and waiting; its manacles lying open; the iron studs on its 
broad rim glinting in the half-light. It is a terrible device, as gothic and forbidding as any instrument of torture 



ever was. Brenae almost collapses when she sees it. 
 "Oh! Please, please, no!" she shrieks. 
 But she is pushed against the broad, studded rim, her wrists lifted to the shackles, which are closed and 
locked, snugly trapping her hands. The ankle-fetters are locked in place, anchoring her feet to the floor. 
 In the gloom, by the light of Kelley's recording tablet, I see the gleam of Zell's teeth, as, grinning, he 
cranks over the handle. The heavy wheel groans and turns, and by its slow, rolling motion, draws on Brenae's 
wrist chains. Gradually, her arms are pulled up above her head, drawing back over the arch of the wheel, her 
body bowing slowly backwards. 
 "Don't, please don't, don't do this," she is gibbering, struck through with terror. I can see from the 
tension in her muscles that she is trying to fight the turning, but there is no way her body can match the force of 
the machine. 
 On my instruction, guards bring a wheeled trolley with instruments of persuasion, a pail of water. 
Brenae looks but does not see, her mind filled with panic as her arms are pulled and her back arches. The iron 
studs dig into her tender flesh. 
 As her heels leave the ground, I hear the popopopop of her spine flexing. Her pleas unsuccessful, Brenae 
gives a shout of desperate panic. "You won't get away with this! One day your crimes against innocents will be 
paid back to you a thousand times over!" 
 "Don't be so naïve, Brenae," I scold.  
 The slowly-turning wheel creaks and moans like an old sailing ship, and the ankle chains grow taut. 
Brenae, her flushed face flanked by the hair-matted hollows of her armpits, red hair splashed across the wood 
behind her, gives a whimper as the tension begins to pull through her legs. Her breasts have never looked more 
beautiful, lifted by her raised ribcage, peaked by the pink buds of her nipples.  
 "Hold there," I instruct. Zell stops the slow turning, and the ratchet locks Brenae's taut body in place. 
The muscles of her legs are drawn tight, her belly is hollowed, her hip-bones form a stark frame for the untamed 
bush of her pubic hair. Her bare skin gleams in the orange light. She moans softly. 
 I glance to a guard. "Wash her down." 
 The pail-full of icy-cold water is flung over Brenae. The icy impact shocks a scream from her lungs, 
tearing her back to lucidity. As water courses in rivulets down over her breasts, trickling down the ravine of her 
belly, quivering droplets covering her bare skin, goosebumps rise all over her naked body. Her nipples tighten 
and stiffen, pink stalks, the aureole darkening and crinkling in response to the cold. 
 The item I pick up is called a hose clip. A tiny steel hoop, quarter of an inch in diameter, its purpose to 
clamp around slender engine hoses. I need pliers to pinch the ends and expand the clip. It takes a matter of 
seconds to prepare the first clip, pass it over the thick, rubbery swell of Brenae's right nipple, and release the 
pliers' grip. 
 The hose clip cinches with terrible force around the base of Brenae's nipple, and she gives a howl of 
pain. It seems to sink into the turgid flesh, strangling her nipple at its base, leaving most of the nipple swollen 
and extended, an engorged and reddening teat. 
 "Take it off! Take it off!" Brenae shrieks. 
 But already I am preparing the second clip, and before Brenae's watering and horrified eyes, I fit it over 
her left nipple and release. It closes hard and cruelly around the base of her nipple, and she gives another shriek. 
She cannot struggle, uncomfortably arched over the wheel rack, and has no way to ease the blazing pain of the 
clips. Her face again begins to break out in a sweat. 
 "Now, give her five notches," I tell Zell. 
 The big wheel-rack creaks and shifts, and by her manacled wrists, Brenae is stretched an inch. I know 
that its spread of strain through the body is remarkably even, building equally through all the joints. I can see 
that Brenae's body is now uncomfortably tight, so that her muscles feel badly stressed. It is a small discomfort 
compared to the searing bite of the clips on her nipples, but it will worsen. 
 "Now we will leave her," I say. 
 Time left alone is time in which Brenae's pain matures and grows. In her limbs, it becomes a maddening 
combination of torments that will not ease, and her head rolls from side to side unceasingly as one hour drags 
into two. The ache of her already-drained muscles becomes an insistent, gnawing burn of fatigue, while, deeper 
in her shoulder, hip, elbow and knee joints, a hotter, fiercer pain gradually builds as the ligaments bear more 



and more of the strain. The fire in her strangled nipples deepens, too, growing until it feels like iron nails have 
been driven deep into the core of each breast. 
 To know my prisoner's suffering is to hold the key to breaking her, and as I watch Brenae's head shift, 
and see her gnaw her own lips in agitation and pain, I know that it is only a matter of time. 



Candles 
 
 Two hours later it is time to begin Brenae's questioning. 
 Guards. Kelley. Zell. We make our return. Brenae's bowed-back body is still shining-wet, but with 
perspiration now. 
 "Goddamn, this is going to be good," Kelley breathes. I caution her with a glance; the scribe should 
never speak during examinations. 
 "Zell, give her two notches," I order. 
 The stretch is enough to send shards of agony through Brenae's shoulders and hips. A reminder of what 
the rack can yet do to her. It also brings her back to full awareness, her breasts heaving. Still choked in the grip 
of the little hose-clips, her nipples have grown magenta in colour, a purplish hue beneath the painful redness, 
and are more swollen than ever. 
 "Tell me where you have hidden tools of your magic," I demand. "Tell me the spells you use. Tell me 
the names of the other witches you associate with. Tell me where is Catherine Prynne. Tell me who is your Lord 
Master Darkness." 
 "Oh, dear god, this is not happening," Brenae sobs weakly. "Please stop hurting me! I have never 
practised magic. I don't know any witches, I'm just a coder. Catherine Prynne is my boss, I don't know where 
she is, and I do not know this Lord Darkness. I don't know why you're doing this!" 
 The candle I select from the implement gurney is six inches tall, two inches across, with a thick and 
heavy wick. I place it where Brenae can see it, slowly picking up a matchbox, striking a single match, touching 
it to the wick. The flame catches, flutters, then builds into a tall, bright upside-down teardrop, its peak tapering 
to a reddish-orange, a slender thread of smoke sliding upwards into the cool air. 
 "I will ask you again, Brenae," I say slowly. I lift the candle and hold it in front of her. Held taut and 
helpless on the wheel-rack, Brenae cannot even struggle, but can only gaze in horror at the bright point of light. 
 "Oh shit … please," she whimpers. "I don't know!" 
 There is a shallow channel that runs from just beneath her breasts, down to her belly-button; pale skin 
beaded with perspiration, heaving with shallow breath. It is to this flinching skin that I first bring the candle 
flame, holding it close so that Brenae feels the bite of heat, her sweat turning to steam. 
 "Uuhh!" she moans, trying to suck in her stomach. I bring the flame close again, just kissing her skin, 
and there is a soft hiss and Brenae again cries out. "Oh, fuck, fuck it hurts! Stop, please!" 
 "Talk, Witch. Talk or it gets worse for you!" 
 "I am not a witch! I don't know what you ask!" 
 I touch her again with the candle, holding it longer to her flesh, burning slowly down the line of her 
solar plexus, and this time the skin crackles and reddens in the flame's savage path. Brenae gives a scream of 
pain, her head whips from side to side, and the sweet odour of burning sweat and skin fills my nostrils. 
 "I ask again!" 
 Tears are spilling from Brenae's eyes. "Please, stop!" she begs. 
 The candle flame kisses her belly again, fleeting visits that burn her skin and draw shrieks from her 
lungs. The burns are only superficial, but they hurt badly enough to bring a fresh beading of sweat over her 
tightly-pulled body.  
 "No!!" 
 Lower. Halfway down her stomach, tiny peach-fuzz hairs crackling and skin searing under the candle's 
razor-touch. Brenae's body jolts within the unforgiving pull of the rack, and again she shrieks in pain. 
 "Jesus, that's sexy," I hear Zell mutter. At the handle of the rack, he is watching enthralled. I am annoyed 
by the intrusion, but focus my attention again, and touch the candle's flame to Brenae's defenceless belly again. 
She screams. 
 "Ohhhh fu-u-uck! It hu-u-urts! Stop! Stop!!" 
 A weeping trail of blisters and burns mark each place where the candle has licked her flesh; I touch it 
again barely above her navel, hissing sweat and crackling skin and another shriek from Brenae. She can smell 
her own burning flesh. 
 But this has only been an introduction to the candle's searing touch. Both Brenae and I know that it can 
get much, much worse. I regard her helplessly straining and arched body; the apex of the wheel-rack's curve is 



in the small of her back; her legs stretch down to the ankle-shackles, slightly parted, exposing the fragile 
geography of her genitalia in its soft nest of copper. She knows she is vulnerable, and it is fear as much as pain 
that continues to drive the sweat over her body. 
 I run my fingertips down over the corrugations of her ribcage, the taut skin of her belly, then flick them 
through the shallow dip of her navel. Brenae catches her breath, helpless in anticipation. 
 A moment later, I touch and hold the candle's flame to her belly button. It licks into the slight hollow 
with the sound of sizzling sweat, and Brenae gives a shriek, then another, then a cry of pain. I do not lift the 
candle away, but hold it in place, letting the flame flutter and burn, tearing at her sensitive skin, while wax drips 
to land in her pubic hair beneath. Brenae can do nothing but shriek and wail with the pain, as a long scorch-
mark slowly forms above her burning navel.  
 The agony as her belly-button is burned must seem to bore all the way to her spine, into her bladder and 
rectum, and despite the tension of the rack, she tries to writhe her hips and escape; but she is held firmly under 
the candle's searing touch, and as the pit of her navel burns, her screams are filled with horror and pain. 
 When I finally withdraw the flame, Brenae's cry trails off into a long wail. She is running sweat, every 
muscle pumped from her fruitless struggles. Her breasts bounce on her chest with her rapid, panting breath. 
 "I'm running out of patience, Brenae," I warn. "What magic have you used? Where do you keep your 
books and relics? What other witches are in your coven? Where has Catherine Prynne gone? Who is your Lord 
Master Darkness?" 
 Brenae is weeping. "I don't know any of that, I swear!" 
 With one finger, I gently flick the swollen tip of Brenae's bloated and choked left nipple. Even that small 
contact is unbearable, and she gives a shriek. Realisation drains the colour from her face. 
 "Oh shit, no, no no!" She sees the candle being brought close; she tries to lift her head from between her 
arms, desperately trying to blow out the flame; but the arch of her body and the tautness of the rack mean that 
she cannot get the angle nor the air to do it. She puffs uselessly a few times; I wait until she is done, then bring 
the flame underneath her nipple. 
 It is quite magical, the way Brenae's nipple parts the flame. Two halves of a single flame wrap almost 
lovingly around it, and there is a hissing, crackling. Then Brenae screams as the pain hits her, eyes bugging 
from her head and every muscle rigid. The pain bores deeply into her breast, and Brenae's head begins to whip 
from side to side in helpless agony, her thick mane of red hair shifting and sweeping about. 
 I have lifted the candle flame away before anything more than superficial damage is done; but I burn her 
right nipple instead. Again the crackle of searing flesh, and again Brenae gives horrible shrieks of pain. 
 Left. Right. Left. Right. I shift the candle from one breast to the other, just letting the flame caress her 
swollen and now weeping nipples. Quickly they darken, the top layers of skin charring, then splitting to expose 
fresh, sensitive flesh beneath. 
 "Oh please, oh please!!" Brenae shrieks. Tears course down her face. "Stop, stop, please stop!" 
 "Reveal what you know!" I shout "You are holding back from me! Talk, and it stops!" 
 Her mouth still open, her face screwed up in pain, Brenae wails in a whirl of confusion, but she is still 
not ready to condemn herself, nor others, to the fire. So I put the candle to her nipple once more, and burned 
flesh smokes again as the flame curls around it. Brenae shrieks and cries in agony. 
 Left nipple. Right nipple. Left, right; until the swollen nodes of flesh are charred and misshapen, and 
Brenae is arched and groaning on the curve of the rack. Both nipples are almost burned through; and yet Brenae 
has not yet been broken. Despite her low threshold to pain, she is holding out; but she has not achieved anything 
other than to prolong her own nightmare. She knows it, and I can see that she is trying to convince herself that 
she can endure more. 
 "Give her four notches," I tell Zell. 
 Brenae's body is already tightly stretched, and as the wheel creaks and shifts, hot agony flashes through 
her limbs, brutal and tearing. Brenae gives a high-pitched wail. 

Another notch, forcing her joints to accommodate; intense pain beds at the base of her spine, flares 
through the muscles of her belly. 

Another notch, and deep popping sounds come from between her vertebrae, dragging another wail from 
her lungs. 

With the final notch, Brenae gives a cry that she barely manages to contain again. Her world is 



becoming undiluted pain. Her limbs burn, her spine hurts badly, her burned belly-button and nipples torment 
her in searing waves of agony. And I can make it still worse. 

The candle is burning bright and steady as I bring it close to her face. Brenae whimpers, trying to turn 
away from its heat. Slowly, I trail it down her body, between her drooping and wounded breasts, over her 
arched ribcage, her taut and red-scorched belly. She moans as the flame passes her burned and seeping navel, 
singeing the slight spider-trail that heralds the spread of her pubic bush.  

And then I thrust the lit candle between her legs. 
There is a little hiss as the flame begins to burn away the thicket of curly hairs that guard her secret 

flower. Pungent smoke curls up over her bushy pubic mound. Then comes the hissing of sweat as the heat 
reaches tender skin. An instant later, Brenae begins to shriek and scream. Her eyes bulge. Her lungs empty 
themselves in a terrible screeching as I pass the flame back and forth, searing her hooded clitoris, her labia, 
holding it directly under the flinching star of her anus. The soft hairs that surround it burn away, the skin hisses, 
wisps of smoke curling from between her thighs, and Brenae shrieks and howls. 

"Oh fuck no oh oh oh shit please stop aaaaaahhhhhhh!!!!" Her head thrashes from side to side, her hair 
across her face; she is squealing and roaring with pain as her delicate vulva suffers the intimate agony of the 
candle-flame. 

I shift the flame further back again, so that it flutters and blisters her asshole again; the smell is a mix of 
burning skin and searing sweat and her screams are demonic. 

"AAAAAHHHH!!!! Stop, stop I'll talk, I'll talk, I'll talk!!" Brenae shrieks in her awful agony. "It's true! 
Catherine is a witch, the company is just a cover for it! She made me become a witch, she seduced Mele!" 

I remove the candle. Smoke still drifts out from between her legs, and Brenae's breasts heave , her eyes 
rolling in disbelief at the agony that ravages her. "ohhhhh …" 

"Tell me about it," I say. 
"She is the witch, ask her, torture her, not me!" Brenae bleats, then bursts into tears of pain and misery. 

"Oh fuck, torture her!!!" 
"What is your association with her?" 
"She's a witch, she uses her business as bait. She seduced me, we made love!" Brenae wails. "She cast a 

spell on me, I was her lover many times!" 
"And you, I suppose, were an innocent victim? Not a witch at all?" 
"I swear I'm not a witch!" Brenae cries. "Catherine tried to make me one!" 
"Tell the truth!" I shout, and thrust the candle again between her legs. The flame licks her wounded sex 

and the pain returns, even worse than before, and her mouth opens in a terrible scream. 
"Ooooaaaahhhh!!! I swear I swear I swear!!" she shrieks. She is trying, despite the hideous tension in 

her body, to buck her hips against the pain; but she cannot escape it. Fresh wisps of smoke and steam filter up 
through her pubes, and she yells her agony dementedly, but no admission  

I withdraw the candle. Not because I believe her, but because a stronger form of persuasion is required 
before she will condemn herself. 



Stretching 
 

 Brenae has been secured on the wheel rack for almost three hours. In that time, her muscles have 
completely failed her, her joints have loosened, her ligaments and tendons have begun to swell and tear under 
the strain. 
 Her pale skin is greasy with perspiration. The hair in her underarms is matted and wet, and the aroma of 
stale sweat and fear betrays her suffering. Her nipples, burned and blistered, still stand painfully into the air, 
swollen and forced to remain erect by the savage clips around their base. The reddened and blistered path down 
her solar plexus and abdomen is like a trail to the ugly, raw wound that is the remnants of her once-pretty navel. 
The thick coppery bush of hair between her thighs is flecked with solidified wax from the candle torture. 
 Between her upstretched arms, Brenae's head lolls against the iron-studded curve of the wheel rack, on 
the pillow of her splashed hair. Her brows are creased with her suffering, her eyelids heavy, eyes red-rimmed 
and cheeks streaked by tears. Her mouth is twisted in a constant grimace of anguish. 
 "Save yourself more needless suffering, Brenae," I say. "Tell me where you have hidden the tools of 
your magic." 
 "I have none," Brenae groans. 
 "Where is Catherine Prynne? Who is your Lord Master Darkness?" 
 "I don't know!" Brenae says. "Please, when will you believe me?" 
 "When you no longer care if you live or die," I say. "When you are ready to beg for death by fire, the 
truth will come easily from your lips." 
 "No!" Brenae shrieks in horror. 
 "Another notch," I tell Zell. 
 Brenae's arched body is already stretched to its limit, the elasticity of sinew and ligaments painfully 
tested. As the rack groans and the big wheel turns, Brenae's wrists are hauled another fraction of an inch from 
her anchored feet, and she stretches further. 
 "Aaaaaah!!" The agony explodes through her. Brenae gives a long scream of pain, unable to bear the 
torment. "No more!! It hurts - ohhh!!" 
 "This is nothing," I promise her. "Tell me what I need to know." 
 Brenae is shrieking and gasping. Unlike the localised pain of the candle torture, the rack delivers a 
horror that tears at her very bones, and will surely wrest the truth from her. Her eyes are wide and staring at the 
vaulted ceiling of the torture chamber as she gives a long wail of agony and despair. 
 "Another notch," I say. 
 The rack groans, and Brenae gives a shrill scream as the pain tears and rips through her tormented body. 
Her stretching limbs are fiercely taut, muscles rigid, her ribcage stark below her heavy breasts. I can hear the 
creaks and groans of her joints as they are subjected to intolerable strain. Her hands are curled into claws 
beyond the wrist-shackles. Sweat is running down her sides. "Stop! Oh stop, please, stop!" 
 "Where is Catherine Prynne hiding? Tell me where! Who is your Lord Master Darkness?" 

"I swear I don't know! I only know her office!" 
"She isn't there. Where are your pagan talismans? Talk, Witch!" 
"I have none, I have none!" she insists in a high voice. 
"Another notch," I tell Zell. 
"Please don't stretch me!!" Brenae screeches; but Zell forces the winch, and she gives an awful scream 

as her body stretches a fraction further. I believe the pain of the rack to be worse even than burning alive, as 
every sinew and fibre is distended, but the nerves remain intact to feel every moment of it. 

I give Brenae time to suffer. There is no urgency, and the pain will only worsen. Stretched this tightly, 
she cannot draw deep enough breath to maintain her screams, but she cannot stay silent, either. Every moment 
she groans and gasps and wails, lost in her nightmare of agony.  

When ten long minutes have passed, I give Zell the order to turn the wheel again. The heavy machine 
creaks, and Brenae's body stretches a little more.  

 "Oh God!! My hips, my hips!! Aiieeee!!" Suddenly she is slamming her own head against the studded 
wood of the rack, half mad with the pain that tears at her hips. It must feel as if her body is being slowly pulled 
apart - and it is. As Brenae screams and howls in agony, there is a slow creak from her left hip. 



A moment later, her hip bone rips from its socket with a sound like tearing roots. Brenae's screams are 
hideous; her pelvis tilts oddly, her body half-skewed on the wheel rack, and all the strain is loaded onto her right 
hip. It is only a matter of seconds before, with a deep sucking sound, it too pulls out of place. Her legs have 
lengthened by an inch or more, and the pain is beyond imagination. 

Nausea comes suddenly, as her body struggles to comprehend the sheer magnitude of pain Her drum-
tight belly heaves and spasms, and liquid gurgles in her throat between her cries of pain. The tendons through 
her armpits look taut like steel cables, and I know that her shoulders will be the next to go; then her knees, then 
her elbows. Her spine, too, is on fire with agony. 
 "Listen to me, Brenae. This is just the beginning," I tell her. "I can have you stretched inches more. 
Inches. I will keep you here for days if I have to."  
 It takes Brenae another minute to be able to reply, and even then it is only a hoarse whimper, "I'll talk, 
oh, oh oh, I'll talk …!" 
 "Where are the tools of your magic, Brenae? What spells have you worked?" 
 "Aahhh … Catherine's company … I have a locker, look there!" 
 "What are the spells you cast?" 
 "I bewitched workmates so I could get promoted ... um ... I cast a spell over Mele I think ..." she gasps. 
Her eyes are staring and dark with suffering as she struggles to draw enough air to speak. Her body creaks with 
every breath. Her ribcage looks as if it is about to burst out through her skin.  
 "You cast a bewitching spell on your workmates so you'd get the promotions?" 
 "Yes … yes … !" 
 "So you admit you are a witch …?" 
 "Please don't make me say it …" Brenae sobs through her agony. 
 "Zell," I begin to order another turn of the handle. 
 "I'm a witch! I'm a witch! No more, don’t stretch me any more, oh … ple-ease …" 
 "Finally, you confess. You could have saved yourself a lot of pain," I tell her. 
 "I'm sorry, I'm sorry …" Brenae sobs. 
 But it is not over. "There is more to discuss," I say. "Catherine. And your Lord Master Darkness." 
 A long moan of dread and horror comes from Brenae's gaping mouth. "Please, I swear, I don't know!" 
 "Stretch her, Zell," I say. 

"No-o-o-o-o!!!!" Brenae screams; but the wheel-rack turns. As her body is forced to stretch again, her 
left shoulder snaps out of joint with a crack, its outward geography distending visibly. Brenae howls in agony. 
The right holds out for a few long seconds, then pops cleanly out. The ravaging pain sends Brenae into a 
shrieking madness, now too great even for her to move her head. 
 Bowed across the wheel rack, her body shining wet and running with sweat, every muscle stark and 
defined and both hips and shoulders now dislocated, Brenae is in Hell. Her screaming has become a high-
pitched whimpering as she gasps like a fish out of water.  
 "Please …" she moans. "Please, please, please …" 
 "Where is Catherine? Who is your Lord Master Darkness?" 
 Brenae rolls her head from side to side. 
 "Give her a notch to remind her," I say to Zell. 
 "Aaaaaaaahhhhhhh!!" Brenae is cawing hoarsely the moment the wheel begins to move; even though its 
turn stretches her only a fraction of an inch, it is wrested from tearing tendons, strained muscles and separated 
joints, and it is mortal agony. Her body is distended across the studded curve, her hands and feet crushed into 
the iron shackles at either extreme. The sweat is running down her body, streaking the rack beneath her.  
 "I swear I don't know," she squeaks. "Only Catherine knows the Lord Master … and where she is … I 
don't know, I swear …" 
 She pisses herself. She isn't even aware of it happening. It streams to the floor. It is all Brenae can do 
simply to draw breath and groan in agony. 
 I am sure that she never imagined, in all her life, that she could suffer so much. We would all like to 
believe that, at a certain point, we would lose consciousness; or endorphins or adrenaline would override much 
of the pain. But delivered slowly, with increasing intensity, a machine such as the rack ensures that she feels 
every shred of agony acutely and without a moment's relief. 



 "Zell … again." 
 Zell forces the crank around. Creaking comes from both the wheel rack itself, and the woman stretching 
upon it. Brenae's body is forced to concede another fraction of an inch, and the agony worsens, drawing another 
long cry of agony from her throat. The muscles of her back are beginning to tear, and it is like being sliced 
through with red-hot knives. 
 Brenae keeps trying to scream for ten long minutes, her eyes wide and her mouth open, her scorched 
belly heaving with agony and shallow breath. Even that tiny motion sends waves of terrible, tearing pain 
through her displaced bones. If she could wish herself dead, I have no doubt that she would. 
 When at last her croaking shrieks subside to moans again, she remains sweating and agonised across the 
arc of the wheel, but gives no further information. It seems probable that she does not know where Catherine 
Prynne is, nor the identity of her Lord Master Darkness; but it will do no harm to let her suffer a little longer, 
just to be sure. 
 I tell her, "I will return in an hour to see if you have remembered." 
 Despite her agony, Brenae gasps out a desperate plea. "No please, please, don't leave me like this, I can't 
stand the pain … " Her eyes swim with tears. "Just let me die, please, let me di-i-i-ie!!" 
 It may be agony beyond all understanding, but Brenae is not in any danger of dying. I am reminded of 
the story of Anne Askew, a historical figure who was racked so severely that not only was every joint 
dislocated; her spine was literally pulled apart. Unable to walk, she was carried to the stake, bound tightly to it, 
and burned alive. 
 "Give her water, then leave her here," I tell Zell. 



Intruder 
 
 As usual, I return to my quarters and display Brenae on my monitor. Her body, arched long and 
gleaming over the studded curve of the wheel, her face framed by the splash of her abundant red hair. Sweat 
glistens in streaks from her copper-thatched armpits and polishes her full and lifted breasts. Her tortured nipples 
still stand helplessly erect, trapped by the savage clips around them. 
 Her thighs and calves are defined and tight from the strain, strain that has already pulled her hips and 
shoulders out of place, stretched her spine and torn the muscles of her belly on their moorings. So tightly 
stretched, she cannot even move; and yet I know that every nerve is screaming out in agony, every minute she is 
left to suffer is like a lifetime of sheer, unrelenting hell. 
 It is a sobering reality; but it is necessary to ensure I have wrung the last drop of truth from her lips. 
 On the monitor, I see a shadow. A dark figure, shifting against a background of even-deeper darkness. 
What the hell? It takes just a moment to nudge the mouse, brightening the image, zooming the camera in, and 
my jaw drops. 
 Catherine Prynne. The witch herself, in a red shift dress like some snappy corporate, sneaking through 
the torture chamber. I recognise her face from intelligence photos, and her body language tells me that she is 
intent upon one thing; the wheel rack, and its suffering victim. 
 How the hell did she get in here? 
 I snatch up my phone, kick off my shoes and run. Going as fast as I can, it will still be a minute from my 
quarters to the torture chamber; barrelling down corridors, fumbling with keys and locked doors, scampering 
down slimy stairs into the chill darkness. I call Zell at the same time. 
 "Get to the dungeons now!" I yell at him, then dial Austin with the same hasty message. 
 I skid into the last, long corridor; a spaghetti strap top and pants are the perfect outfit for a sprint. I can 
see, outside the open door to the torture chamber, the two guards, both slumped in the floor in a stupor. 
Drugged, or hypnotised, or under some magic spell.  
 I make it there in seconds., I cautiously poke my head around the door of the torture chamber. There is 
silence, save the echoed drip of water, the fluttering of torches on the walls, and the hollow, rasping moans of 
Brenae, somewhere in the darkness. 
 Barefoot on the cold and clammy flagstones, I creep quickly into the chamber, darting from one stone 
pillar to the next. I see her, Catherine, alongside the wheel rack; she has her hand on Brenae's forehead, 
muttering some soothing incantation to the agonised woman. She has not yet figured out how to loosen the 
ratchet, so Brenae's agony is yet unrelieved. 
 I run. 
 Catherine hears my sprinting approach, glances fearfully over her shoulder, then bolts, running deeper 
into the torture chamber. But she is in a fitted dress, and I close the distance on her in a matter of seconds, 
flinging myself into a diving tackle. My arms catch around her thighs, and she falls, landing hard on the stone 
floor, me on top of her. 
 "No!" Catherine shrieks, trying to scramble to her feet. Twisting onto my knees, I lock my arm around 
her throat and haul her backwards so that she is arched up off the floor. Desperately, she claws at my arm, 
scratching my skin painfully. She begins to make choking noises. 
 "Stop struggling, Witch!" I shout. 
 "Let me go!" Catherine rasps. Reaching back, she fixes both hands in my hair, and pulls, hard. I grit my 
teeth against the pain, but she uses the distraction to get one leg beneath her torso and launch us both up-and-
over. I half-slide over her bare shoulder, loosening my grip on her throat, and tumble onto the floor as Catherine 
scrabbles back, gasping and whooping for air. 
 I'm on my feet again in a moment, but so is Catherine, her fingernails poised like talons, and teeth bared, 
ready to rip my flesh. 
 "Oh, for heaven's sake," I say, square up, and step in towards her. She lashes out at me; I roll under her 
claws, and come out to thud a perfect left hook to her temple with the heel of my hand. Catherine shrieks, 
staggers, and is left completely open to a solid uppercut into her solar plexus that drives the air from her lungs 
with a shriek. Quickly I send two more solid rips into her belly, my punches thrown with the full force of my 
twisting hips, exploding into her abdomen. 



 Catherine drops to her knees, hands braced on the floor, a long rope of drool spilling from her mouth. 
 I hear running feet; Zell, racing into the torture chamber. 
 "Where did she come from?" he exclaims, as he sees the gasping witch on the floor. 
 "Who knows? Who cares! Just bag her!" I say breathlessly. 

It takes just a moment for Zell to wrench Catherine's wrists behind her and bind them tightly; he has 
barely finished when Austin appears, breathing hard from his run down into the dungeon.  
 "Strip her clothes off and burn them," I order. "Search her for potions and amulets, then take her to a cell 
and make sure she's chained to the wall, with a guard posted at all times. And bring the key to me. She won't get 
away from us!" 
 "You goddamn psychos!" Catherine groans, still trying to catch breath from my blows. "Do you even 
know what you're doing? Brenae is just an innocent coder, you guys are insane!" 
 As Austin hauls the captured witch to her feet, I say to Zell, "fetch Alona, the physician … there's 
nothing more we need from Brenae. Take her off the rack and return her to her cell, so she may recover in time 
for her burning." 
 For Brenae Bailey, at least, the capture of Catherine Prynne is good news. 



Execution 
 
 It has been weeks since Brenae Bailey was broken on the rack; finally the swelling has subsided from 
her joints and tendons, and she is able to walk, albeit with difficulty. 
 Now, she stands naked, bound to the stake for burning. 
 It is early spring, but the wind is cold. I know this, because my outfit for the execution is a black tube 
dress, very simple and fitting, an assymetric hem that angles from the crease of one hip to the top of the other 
thigh. Bare shoulders, bare arms, bare decolletage, bare back, bare legs. With my pixie-short hair, even my neck 
is bare. All the little hairs on my body stand on end in the chill, but it is a small price to pay; I should look good 
for Brenae's execution. 
 Brenae herself has no clothes at all, and there is vapour on her breath.  
 Her wrists have been pulled around and behind the stake, there lashed with thick ropes. Nothing else 
secures her; by the time the rope burns through, she will be already close to death. Her lush, thick mane of red 
hair is draped over one pale shoulder, a cascade against her feminine curves; her heavy breasts rise and fall with 
every fearful breath, their nipples rosy again despite the wounds that had been inflicted upon them by the 
candle. The deeper-hued bush of her pubic hair is a broad and curly mat across her loins, stark contrast with the 
paleness of her skin, and already I have heard speculation at how well it will burn. 
 That is something about which Brenae, I am sure, does not want to think. She has been crying for much 
of the night in her cell, overcome by fear of what this day will bring. Even now, her eyes are red-rimmed, her 
lips puffy, although she is doing her best to hide her fear from the crowd. Despite having been utterly broken by 
the rack and the tortures inflicted upon her, despite being naked and bound to the stake in the open winter air, 
she still holds on to the tattered shreds of her dignity, and is trying to conceal her absolute terror. 
 She will not conceal it for long. 
 There are not too many in the amphitheatre today; perhaps just a couple of hundred. They're wrapped in 
coats and jackets and scarves, defence against the cold, and looking forward to the cheery warmth of a good 
fire. Steve, the executioner, warms his hands at the brazier that will light Brenae's oak-wood pyre; smoke, riding 
the brisk wind, casts the dusky smell of burning coal. 
 "Witchseekers, ladies and gentlemen!" From my place on the scaffold, I signal for attention, and a 
silence falls. "Brenae Bailey, the woman before you today, has been charged with crimes of Witchcraft, which 
include using the tarot, casting bewitching spells over those in authority, and freely associating with other 
witches. To these crimes, she has confessed." 
 A cheer, from the crowd. 
 "As is the fitting punishment for one convicted as a witch, I now sentence Brenae Bailey to be burned 
alive at the stake, and her ashes cast on unhallowed ground!" 
 A bigger cheer, met by a cry from Brenae, finally giving voice to her anguish as the sentence is finally 
announced. Even as the crowd still applauds, Steve has lit a torch in the brazier, and brings it across to the low 
pile of wood upon which Brenae stands naked. 
 The wind blows the flame out. Only a thick ribbon of smoke whips from the end of the torch, and Steve 
curses, returning to the brazier. Brenae gives another shout of misery; the crowd laughs. I can only imagine how 
painfully Brenae's heart must thud inside her chest: the flame extinguished means a few more precious seconds 
free of agony, a few more moments that she can gaze at the world, and breathe its air. 
 Steve has the torch in the coals again, rolling it so that the flame catches properly. This time, shielding it 
with his hand, he returns to the stake. Brenae turns her face to the sky, too terrified to watch as Steve bends to 
light the outer fringe of wood and straw. She is shaking violently, and no longer merely with cold. I see her 
tugging her hands against the ropes that bind them, she bunching and shifting of muscles through her shoulders 
and arms as she struggles to pull free of her bonds. Never mind that she would have nowhere to run, that she 
would simply be re-tied if she did manage to escape. 
 The flames at her feet grow in sweeping flurries through the kindling. At times, a gust of wind almost 
extinguishes the flames, driving them back; but when the wind ebbs, the fire rallies again, gaining a little more 
ground. Even so, it is a tortuously slow advance. It takes almost twenty minutes for the fire to properly take 
hold. In the moments of stillness, the smoke lazily curls itself around Brenae's naked legs and upwards, ethereal 
tentacles exploring the contours of her body. 



 Brenae sobs and tries to keep her face turned upwards, but eventually fear forces her to check the 
progress of the fire. It is then that she sees the bright flames that dance beneath the tightly-bundled wood below 
her feet. It is enough to make her cry out in terror, and begin sobbing uncontrollably. 
 Another gust of wind blows icily across the open amphitheatre; but now, it only fans the flames. They 
roar hungrily, crackling up through the wood with renewed vigour. The smoke streams out, low across the 
ground, and embers fly. Brenae shrinks back against the stake, now able to feel the heat on her lower legs and 
feet. She cannot face the fire, she cannot bear to look at the crowd, eager to witness her suffering. She cannot 
close her eyes, her terror too intense. So she fixes her gaze to the treetops beyond the amphitheatre, as if trying 
to wish herself out of this nightmare and into the dull grey sky. 
 The wind dies down, the flames leap up within inches of her legs. The heat is enough to scorch her skin, 
and she throws her head back, her skull cracking against the wood of the stake as her legs take on a pink hue; 
she turns her face to me, her eyes wide in horror. 
 "Please! Not like this! I don't deserve this, please!" Her voice is shaking with panic and terror, her 
shoulders writhe in an odd kind of shimmy as she tries to free her wrists from behind the stake. "Please, oh God, 
please, just kill me now!" 
 But it is not appropriate to show mercy to a witch. She should suffer, she should feel every moment of 
the pain, and I will ensure that she does. I say nothing, merely watching as the flames flicker and leap around 
her legs. A shimmering wall of heat encloses her, the wall of isolation that separates the condemned from the 
spectators. Sparks and embers skitter up Brenae's naked body, and she begins to jerk and jolt from their searing 
bite, shifting her legs, lifting one knee and then the other. 
 "Aaah!! Ohh! Please, please, help me!" The flames' heat begins to burn her feet and legs, and Brenae's 
body goes into an animal response. She screams in wild pain and panic, thrashing and twisting, stomping her 
feet and raising a fireworks-cascade of embers and sparks; rocking her shoulders so that her heavy breasts jiggle 
and swing, her thick mane of hair whipping about in the updraft. Beneath her screams, I can hear the hissing of 
fluids as her skin sears.  
 She tugs and tugs to pull her hands free from behind the stake, but she is held in the growing fire, 
despite the pain, despite her frantic desperation to get away. 
 Steam wisps from her shining thighs as the flames grow and leap; a few rising embers draw smoke from 
her thick bush of coppery pubic hair. Pain has delivered her into a madness of panic and terror, focusing her 
entire existence into a red haze of agony and desperation. Her head shakes violently as the flames blister and 
rend the flesh of her legs. 
 The razor tongues of fire gradually reach higher, and suddenly a skitter of bright orange flame rushes 
through her pubic bush; I can see that it has spread back, charring the hair between the cheeks of her ass as well, 
and the sensitive flesh now receives the flaying, terrible licks of fire, tearing the skin away and bringing harsh 
and unrelenting agony to the exposed nerves. 
 Brenae screams and shrieks and thrashes in her bonds. 
 Black smoke begins to roll upwards, as the oils of Brenae's lower legs ignite and lazily burn like a 
greasy candle. Her eyes are bugging with the agony of it all, and as the flames reach higher, following the curve 
of her buttocks, fluttering over her hips and peeling the skin away from her body, she shakes and twists and 
screams in terrible pain. 
 I keep my eyes on her, knowing that terrible minutes still lie ahead for her. The agony of burning must 
be compounded by the terrible panic of being alight, the horror of knowing that such a terrible death has been 
deliberately inflicted by her peers. The shimmering coccoon of heat that surrounds Brenae now reddens and 
blisters the flesh of her breasts and arms, and flames dart up towards her fingers behind the stake. The rope is 
smouldering; but her fingers, too, are burning, the nails curling, the flesh sizzling and dripping fluids. 
 Splinters of the stake itself are catching alight as the fire, building on itself exponentially, roars ever 
higher. The flames have reached her breasts, and the thick red mane of her hair catches alight. Fire explodes 
around Brenae's face and scalp, and her screams are shrill and frantic. The pain is so awful that she flings her 
head back against the post, a heavy thud! reverberating through the wood. Again, and again, she smashes her 
head against the stake, trying now simply to kill herself and end the pain, as her hair burns away and her scalp is 
reduced to char.  

The fire roars and wraps around her, mini-tornado twists of flame spiralling up around her writhing body 



as she screams and shrieks. The hissing and crackling of her burning body is clear above the thunder of the 
flames. Although the flames have already reached their peak, jumping no higher than her breasts, it will be 
enough to kill her. Her ravaged head slams back against the post, her eyes shut and streaming from smoke and 
heat, her mouth open, lips cracked and seared.  
 Crackling, hissing, screaming, Brenae burns for long minutes, and her struggles slowly weaken. She 
continues to writhe and twist, held against the stake, raising clouds of sparks and embers as the black smoke of 
her burning flesh rolls into the sky. Her legs and feet are already lifeless, turning to char, the bones splitting and 
bursting open, fluids bubbling and hissing away. Gradually, as pain and heat take their toll, Brenae’s shoulders 
slump and her body begins to lean heavily into the fire, as her skin is torn and split by the ravaging flames.  
 The life is escaping from her flesh like steam; her eyes roll back and her head nods forward. 
 The crowd gives a cheer, seeing that the witch has finally surrendered to the flames. Her mouth is still 
open, but her screams have faded to a long, awful rattle as the last of the breath wisps from her lungs.  
 She does not scream again. 
 I let the fire burn on for another hour, until the remains of Brenae Bailey’s body fold into the midst of 
the inferno and there is nothing left but ash and shattered bones. 
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